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Who we are
We are a garment & clothing manufacturing

factory based in Pakistan, working with many
brands to bring them top quality garments at a

price that provide them handsome profit margins.
 

 We are a manufacturing factory dealing in
maximum number of fabrics and offering the

specialized manufacturing of Street wears, Fitness
Wears, Sports Wears & Jackets.

Why we started
One of the main hurdles, when you plan to starts a clothing

brand to overcome is seeking the right manufacturing factory.
This process can be time & money consuming and sometime

travelling required. 
 

Some main problems most of the brands face are high/low
MOQ’s, high prices, middlemen/agents, long lead time and in-

experienced manufacturers and language barriers.
 

 By allowing us to take away these problems and manage your
manufacturing you are left with more time to focus on your

brand awareness and increasing profits.



Startups
If your plan to start clothing brand? 

 
You have come to the right place. Well experienced team
for choosing materials, pattern sizing, stitching, branding
via printing or embroidery or sublimation, we will guide

you through every step of the process, ensuring no
mistakes are made. 

 
We offer more than just fashion manufacturing services.
We will  assist you in making your design cost effective

and quality oriented.

Growing Brands
If you already have a brand?

 
Then there can be many reasons you are looking for a new

garment manufacturer. 
 

We work with many brands who want to increase quality,
lower garment prices, improve communication, lower the lead

time, make new products. They cannot currently source or
work with one company who can offer all services and keep

everything under one roof.
 

 Whilst you focus on running your business, you can leave us to
improve fundamental components along side you.



Garment Pricing

Why work with us
The availability of our huge in house production capacity helps

us to turn large orders around in good lead times. 
 

We quote competitive and affordable prices for large orders.
You will get all sort of artwork from one place, whether it is

embroidery, screen printing, digital printing, and sublimation
and direct to garment print. 

 
We offer custom fabric knitting & dying to achieve the premium
fabric for garments. We offer all services such as custom labels

hang tags and bar codes.

Our quotation will be on individual project bases.
 

 Prices will base on product’s quantity, design, material and
overall order size. Our unit price when quoted, it will be

inclusive of the patterns, material, the stitching, the
print/embroidery and any embellishments. 

 
We will try to include air freight costs where possible, it will be
stated on the quote whether delivery is included. Any import

tax where applicable is not included in our quotation.
 

To get a further idea on pricing you can use our 
contact form or email (exportrijiz@gmail.com) to discuss your

designs with us to get an idea on the costing for your project.
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Our Speciality
Clothing is a huge niche and not a single factory cover it all.

 
Rijiz is a factory that specialized in the making of street wears,

fitness wears, sports wears & Jackets.
 

The availability of number of fabrics in maximum colors with
different composition and GSM to make the product appealing

and accurate as per brand requirement. 
 

We can knit and dye the fabrics  like cotton jersey, cotton
fleece, french terry, polyester fleece, polyester jersey, polyester

terry, mesh and other cotton & polyester range to make the
products like:

Hoodies
T-shirts
Polo Shirts
Sweatshirts
Tracksuits
Chinos
Trousers
Shorts
Tank tops
Singlets
 Leggings
Sports Bra
Compression Wear
Team Wear
Sports Uniforms
Beanies
Caps
Socks
Varsity jacket
Bomber Jacket
Puffer jacket
Athletic Jacket
Rain Jacket
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Schedule a Meeting
We know you have a lot of points and concerns to clear

regarding your product, fabric selection, logo size,
pricing with different variation &  different steps in this

process. We know on call it makes satisfaction and
build trust level faster as compare to communication

via emails. 
 

No need to hesitate in scheduling a zoom meeting or
whatsapp chat, call or video call for better and fast

discussion to meet satisfaction level. 
 

You  will be connect to Mr. Gohar Ayub for your
assistance, he is a founding member of the Rijiz.co

along with a partner. You will be get all your questions
answered by him at preference. 

Mr. Gohar Ayub 

0092-336-140-8321

Gohar Ayub

exportrijiz@gmail.com
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